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ABSTRACT: Out of the 45 radars comprising the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR)

network, 21 are located in areas of complex terrain. Their mission to observe low-level wind

shear at major airports prone to strong shear-induced accidents puts them in an ideal position

to fill critical boundary layer observation gaps within the NEXRAD network in these regions.

Retrievals such as Velocity Azimuth Display and Velocity Volume Processing (VVP) are used to

create time-height profiles of the boundary layer from radar conical scans, but assume that a wide

area around the radar is horizontally homogeneous. This assumption is rarely met in regions of

complex terrain. This paper introduces a VVP retrieval with limited radius to make these profiling

techniques informative for flows affected by topography. These retrievals can be applied to any

operational radar to help examine critical boundary layer processes. VVP retrievals were derived

from the TDWR for Salt Lake City International Airport, TSLC, during a summertime high ozone

period. These observations highlighted thermally driven circulations and variations in boundary

layer depth at high vertical and temporal resolution and provided insight on their influence on air

quality.
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Residents in many urban areas of the United States are exposed20

to elevated ozone concentrations during the summer months. In complex terrain, thermally-driven21

circulations and terrain-forced flows affect chemical processes by modulating mixing and transport.22

A novel technique to monitor local boundary layer conditions on small horizontal length scales was23

applied to data from the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar located near Salt Lake City International24

Airport during a multi-day high ozone event, and effects of these flows on ozone concentrations are25

illustrated. This technique can be applied to other operational weather radars to create long-term26

and real-time records of near-surface processes at high vertical and temporal resolution.27

1. Introduction28

Some of the earliest uses of radar for boundary layer studies relied on Velocity Azimuth Displays29

(VAD) introduced by Browning and Wexler (1968). This technique fits a sinusoid to Doppler30

velocity observations varying with azimuth collected at a constant range and elevation angle, then31

maps them in the vertical using the range-height relationship to create a wind profile. Later iterations32

of this method, such as the Velocity Volume Processing (VVP) and enhanced VAD, combined33

samples from multiple elevation angles to obtain this profile (Waldteufel and Corbin 1979; Matejka34

and Srivastava 1991; Boccippio 1995). The enhanced VAD forms the basis of the level-3 Vertical35

Wind Profile (VWP) product available to present-day NEXRAD users. Statistical properties of36

residuals from these profiles and other radar moments can be combined with the resulting wind37

profiles to derive turbulence properties (Doviak and Zrnic 1993). Principles from these retrievals38

were later applied to create volumetric wind fields from single radars by assimilation of Doppler39

velocity data into models using three-dimensional variational, four-dimensional variational and40

ensemble Kalman techniques (Xiao et al. 2005; Gao et al. 2013; Tong et al. 2020; Wang and Pu41

2021; Bian et al. 2023).42

Boundary layer depth can be derived from observing shear layers within these profiles, but43

methods detecting boundary layer depth in clear air by identifying clear air Bragg scattering44

(CABS) layers using other radar moments have also been developed. CABS at the interface of45

the convective boundary layer (CBL) and residual layer during quiescent periods can appear as a46

band of enhanced reflectivity at constant range that moves out from the radar through the morning47

as the mixed layer increases in depth (Rabin and Doviak 1989; Heinselman et al. 2009; Melnikov48
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et al. 2011; Elmore et al. 2012; Davison et al. 2013). The dual polarization (dual-pol) upgrade to49

WSR-88D radars in the mid 2010s enabled easy distinction between Bragg, biota, and other non-50

meteorological targets, increasing the reliability of the moment-based boundary layer top estimate51

by searching for the CABS fingerprint located within the reflectivity band (Zrnic and Ryzhkov52

1998; Bachmann and Zrnić 2007; Melnikov et al. 2013; Richardson et al. 2017; Chandrasekar et al.53

2023). Banghoff et al. (2018) automated detection of these layers leveraging quasi-vertical profiles54

(QVP) which take averages of radar moments around rings of constant range and maps them using55

the range-height relationship, similar to a VAD (Ryzhkov et al. 2016).56

The major airports of Salt Lake City, Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Denver are covered by TDWR57

systems that prioritize near-surface coverage (Evans and Turnbull 1989). To maximize spatial58

coverage around complex terrain, many WSR-88Ds in the Intermountain West are located at high59

elevations relative to the basin floors containing nearby urban areas. This limits their capacity60

to provide accurate observations of the boundary layer on the basin floor. Since the airports are61

co-located with population centers on the basin floor, TDWRs can be used to fill the observation62

gap.63

Boundary layer observations in the Intermountain West are particularly useful for diagnosing64

processes contributing to hazardous concentrations of air pollutants. Many cities there are in65

non-attainment of EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for eight-hour average66

ozone (𝑂3), increasing the public’s risk of acute respiratory illness and the likelihood of developing67

chronic respiratory conditions (Hubbell et al. 2005; Fann et al. 2012; Sousa et al. 2013). To be68

in attainment of NAAQS, a region must not exceed 70 ppb 𝑂3 at an official observing site more69

than three days in a three year period, with some allowance for exceptional events. If a region is in70

non-attainment, the state must submit a report to the EPA outlining policy measures they will take71

to reduce air pollution (Jaffe et al. 2024). Mechanisms contributing to ozone pollution are both72

chemical and meteorological. Improving understanding of these mechanisms and their relative73

contributions is key to creating effective policy.74

Ozone is a secondary pollutant produced primarily by volatile organic compounds (VOCs)75

reacting with nitrous oxides (𝑁𝑂𝑥) in the presence of sunlight with both reactants largely coming76

from urban emissions (Seinfeld and Pandis 2016). The rate of these reactions increases with77

ambient air temperature and solar radiation intensity, thus days where maximum 𝑂3 exceeds 7078
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ppb, hereafter referred to as exceedance events, tend to co-occur with summer heat waves (Baier79

et al. 2015; Pusede et al. 2015; Coates et al. 2016).80

During quiescent periods, ozone concentrations follow a diurnal cycle based on solar radiation81

and boundary layer structure. During the overnight hours, ozone is converted by 𝑁𝑂 into 𝑁𝑂282

(Seinfeld and Pandis 2016). Within the residual layer, 𝑁𝑂 is limited and as a result not all ozone83

is converted, however emissions of 𝑁𝑂𝑥 at the surface continue after sunset and are confined84

within the developing stable layer. This allows additional titration of ozone, and combined with the85

effects of deposition and halide scavenging reduces ozone near the surface to near zero by midnight86

(Logan et al. 1981; Simpson et al. 2007; Clifton et al. 2020). When the sun rises, CBL development87

and photochemical production of ozone begin. Since ozone concentrations in the residual layer88

are higher, mixing within the CBL initially increases ozone concentrations. The additional 𝑁𝑂𝑥89

and VOCs in the eroding stable layer cause ozone concentrations to rise faster within the growing90

CBL than within the residual layer, with ozone concentrations in the CBL eventually overtaking91

those in the residual layer. At this point, fumigation from the growing CBL switches from92

increasing surface ozone to decreasing surface ozone. After solar noon, photochemical production93

slows down because of decreased solar radiation, and this effect combined with the ventilating94

effect of fumigation causes ozone values to decrease slowly throughout the afternoon. At sunset,95

photochemical production stops and the CBL leaves a well-mixed residual layer in its wake, setting96

up a repeat of the cycle (Kaser et al. 2017).97

In the Intermountain West, terrain complicates the typical diurnal evolution in ozone concentra-98

tion. High terrain may impede horizontal transport that often dominates in other regions (Banta99

et al. 2011), and the structure of the boundary layer is altered by thermally-driven wind systems100

(De Wekker and Kossmann 2015; Lehner and Rotach 2018). During the day, upslope and upval-101

ley winds transport pollutants from basin floors to higher levels of the atmosphere, and at night102

downslope and downvalley winds bring regional concentrations of pollutants downward (Liu et al.103

1992; Jaffe 2011; Chow et al. 2013; Horel et al. 2016). Additionally, much of the region is at104

high elevation, which increases background ozone concentrations at baseline (Brodin et al. 2010).105

Regional wildfire smoke transport also contributes extra precursor species (McClure and Jaffe106

2018; Ninneman and Jaffe 2021; Xu et al. 2021; Rickly et al. 2023; Jaffe et al. 2024).107
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In Salt Lake City, Utah (SLC), the typical diurnal evolution in ozone concentration is further108

complicated by lake breezes from the Great Salt Lake . The boundary layer behind lake breezes109

can act as reservoirs of clean or polluted air that is transported as the lake breeze propagates110

onshore. Additionally, the convergence zone along the head of the lake breeze can concentrate111

urban emissions and pollutants (Zumpfe and Horel 2007; Crosman and Horel 2016; Horel et al.112

2016; Blaylock et al. 2017). A similar but weaker effect has been noted on playa surfaces (Massey113

et al. 2017). Salt Lake and Davis counties, which comprise the greater SLC urban area, are both114

in moderate non-attainment of the NAAQS 𝑂3 standard. The co-location of the Great Salt Lake,115

SLC, and the Wasatch Mountains makes it a unique location to explore the impacts of a number of116

thermally driven circulations upon ozone.117

Horel et al. (2016) hypothesized that the highly reflective Farmington Bay Playa (FBP), named123

after the arm of the Great Salt Lake that used to fill the region north of SLC and east of Antelope124

Island, has substantial influence upon ozone concentrations in the urban corridor between FBP and125

the Wasatch mountains (Fig. 1). A team from the University of Utah (UU) conducted a small field126

study in summer 2022 to explore ozone transport near FBP and the nearby wetlands (McCutchan127

2023). The TDWR for SLC International Airport, TSLC, is located on the eastern fringe of FBP128

and has been key in observing lake breeze progression during prior air quality studies (Zumpfe129

and Horel 2007; Crosman and Horel 2016; Blaylock et al. 2017). We used TSLC in the summer130

study to examine thermally driven flows, playa breezes, and boundary layer depth using VVP and131

range-defined QVP (RD-QVP) retrievals. Applying the radar boundary layer profiling techniques132

introduced earlier is difficult in complex terrain as many of them rely on the assumption of large133

areas of horizontally uniform flow and scatterers. By limiting the horizontal retrieval radius,134

we improve characterizations of physical processes associated with the complicated mountain135

boundary layer flows. This technique can be applied to any operational weather radar and used to136

create long-term, real-time records of the boundary layer at high vertical and temporal resolution.137

In this paper, we discuss the radar techniques used in the summer 2022 study, showcase processes138

we were able to observe using them, and discuss some possible impacts of those processes on139

observed ozone concentrations. Section 2 describes the radar methods and their verification in140

more detail. Section 3 introduces the technical specifications of TSLC and describes the summer141
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Fig. 1. Locations of key sensors for the 2022 summer ozone study and major geographic features of the

Farmington Bay Playa region. Blue triangles denote Utah Division of Air Quality sensors. Red squares mark

temporary University of Utah 2B Technologies ozone monitors, with additional meteorological equipment at

UUPYA and UFD15. The white circles mark SLC International Airport (KSLC) and TSLC, the TDWR for the

airport.

118

119

120

121

122

ozone study. Section 4 describes observations made with the retrievals during a ten-day high ozone142

event. Finally, section 5 recaps the findings and suggests directions for future work.143
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2. Radar Retrieval Methodology144

Given an azimuth relative to north 𝛼, elevation angle 𝜙, and assuming scatterers are following145

the mean wind, Cartesian wind components are expected to yield a radial velocity value consistent146

with147

𝑉𝑟 = 𝑢 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙) + 𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙) +𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙)

Theoretically, three sufficiently orthogonal radial velocities could be used to invert this relationship148

and resolve Cartesian wind components. In practice, turbulence and system noise in Doppler149

radars and lidars create too much variance for such methods to be stable (Teschke and Lehmann150

2017; Wildmann et al. 2020). Instead, Fourier transforms or least squares regression with respect151

to azimuth along a ring of constant range are used to derive Cartesian wind components at a given152

height above the radar in the VAD retrieval (Browning and Wexler 1968; Doviak and Zrnic 1993).153

QVP retrievals average over other radar moments on the same rings of constant range to create a154

profile (Ryzhkov et al. 2016).155

Operational retrievals typically assume scatterers and the wind field remain uniform near the156

radar, often up to a radius of 50 km (Holleman 2005; Ryzhkov et al. 2016; Tobin and Kumjian157

2017; Griffin et al. 2018; Hu and Ryzhkov 2022). Assuming such large uniform areas is unrealistic158

for radars in complex terrain. The size of the assumed uniform area can be reduced by scanning at a159

higher angle, decreasing vertical resolution, or only accepting a shallower profile. Effects of these160

tradeoffs can be reduced by combining conical scans at multiple elevation angles. The VVP does161

so by allowing varying elevation in addition to azimuth in the least squares regression (Waldteufel162

and Corbin 1979; Boccippio 1995). A cylindrical domain centered on the radar is partitioned into163

stacked disks, and regression is carried out over gates within a given disk to create an estimate. In164

addition, statistics of other moments from gates within the disk can be calculated to form a vertical165

profile similar to an RD-QVP (Tobin and Kumjian 2017).166

For this study, we used a cylinder radius of 5 km, roughly the distance from TSLC to the nearest174

foothills. Disks were partitioned on a logarithmic axis with the lowest disk being 3 m deep and175

the highest disk 200 m deep. Validation of the retrievals at TSLC using radiosondes launched176

twice-daily at KSLC was undertaken. However, differences in local terrain flows when there is177

limited mesoscale or synoptic forces cause boundary layer flow patterns between the two locations178
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to differ considerably. Instead, accuracy of retrievals using this approach were assessed using179

artificial wind fields. One set of results is presented in figure 2.180

The wind field shown in figure 2a is composed of pure westerly flow from the surface to 1500181

m and pure southerly flow 1500 m - 3000 m. Wind speeds start at 2.5 𝑚 𝑠−1 and increase to 5182

𝑚 𝑠−1 between 500 m - 1000 m, drop back to 2.5𝑚 𝑠−1 between 1000 m - 2000 m before increasing183

again to 5 𝑚 𝑠−1 between 2000 m - 2500 m. Sudden wind field changes are used instead of gradual184

changes because sudden changes are more likely to create substantial error and frequently mark185

the top of the boundary layer. Large depths of uniform wind speed allow assessment of changing186

biases with height and retrieval disk depth. Radial velocities from the specified wind field were187

generated using the above equation for each azimuth-elevation pair in TSLC’s scanning geometry188

that falls within the sampling cylinder. After those calculations, Gaussian noise is added to the189

calculated radial velocities to simulate observational error and turbulence. Low amplitude noise190

had a standard deviation of 1 𝑚 𝑠−1 and high amplitude noise had a standard deviation of 5 𝑚 𝑠−1.191

The data were then rounded to the nearest 0.5 𝑚 𝑠−1 to mimic truncation in level 2 radar archives.192

Figures 2c and 2d show the error in zonal and meridional wind components, respectively. Figure193

2b shows the number of gates incorporated into regression within a particular disk. Half of the194

available gates at random azimuths were rejected to simulate the effect of sparse scatterers and195

moment filtering as described later in this section.196

The retrieval performed well, even for noisy data. Errors never exceed 0.3 𝑚 𝑠−1 in either197

component for either series, nor does it show height dependency. The disk partitioning is well198

matched with the scanning geometry, roughly equally distributing gates between disks below 700199

m. Above this the count of potential gates increases, but decreased scatterers aloft leaves fewer200

valid gates, offsetting that increase.201

Prior VVP studies used the mean and first order terms of each wind component to create their202

regression estimates, but found that including higher order terms, when unimportant, reduced203

retrieval accuracy and retrieval stability (Waldteufel and Corbin 1979; Boccippio 1995; Shenghui204

et al. 2014). Artificial tests in this study showed that neglecting the vertical wind and higher order205

terms did not have a substantial impact on mean horizontal component retrieval accuracy within206

realistic values for unresolved terms. Thus, we chose to use only mean horizontal wind terms to207

maximize retrieval accuracy and stability.208
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Quality of data fed into the retrieval was also assessed. First, moment filters were applied,209

requiring reflectivity between -20 dBZ and 30 dBZ and spectrum width between 0.5 𝑚 𝑠−1 and210

2 𝑚 𝑠−1. Filtering eliminates areas of significant precipitation and some vehicle traffic. Second,211

velocity data had to be non-zero, eliminating both weak returns and terrain blockage. Next, an212

outlier rejection filter is applied twice to the data (Pichugina et al. 2019; Banta et al. 2020). After213

this process was completed, the retrieval is run if more than 100 valid gates remain in the disk.214

3. Datasets215

a. TDWR Radar Network216

TSLC is located on the east side of FBP (Fig. 1) and part of the larger TDWR network operated217

by the Federal Aviation Administration. Data from both TDWR and NEXRAD networks are218

archived publicly as part of the NOAA Open Data Dissemination Program, with level-2 data from219

TSLC available Sep 2020 - present. Since TSLC is single-pol and KMTX, northern Utah’s WSR-220

88D, only scans far above the basin floor, dual-pol products used by Banghoff et al. (2018) are221

unavailable. The volume coverage pattern (VCP) for TSLC is determined automatically, switching222

to hazard mode upon detection of meteorological echoes greater than 20 dBZ or wind shear near the223

airport (Evans and Turnbull 1989). In clear air mode, TSLC scans up to 60◦ elevation, considerably224

deeper than any VCP used by a WSR-88D, and was in this mode during case studies presented225

later. TDWR dealiasing is handled at the data acquisition unit before transmission to end users226

using a multi-PRF method (Cho 2005, 2010). Since winds during the case studies stayed below227

the lowest possible TDWR aliasing velocity of 10 𝑚 𝑠−1, only rejected non-meteorological echoes228

are subject to aliasing.229

b. Summer 2022 Ozone Study230

The 2022 summer ozone study conducted by a UU team investigated the influence of FBP231

on ozone concentrations along the Wasatch Front using a network of surface observations and232

surface based remote sensors (McCutchan 2023). UDAQ has a number of permanently installed233

regulatory grade ozone monitors around the SLV and FBP basins (Fig. 1). Research grade 2B234

Technologies ozone monitors were placed at UUPYA, USDR4, and UFD15. Tower mounted235

meteorological sensors including wind and temperature were available at UUPYA and UFD15.236
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USDR4 and UFD15 were set up along the edge of FBP to monitor transport near the region while237

UUPYA monitors conditions on the playa. Ozone reported at UDAQ sites are analyzed using238

one-hour averages. For comparison, a one-hour running mean smoother was applied to ozone239

concentrations reported every 5 minutes at UU sites.240

4. 2022 Labor Day Period241

A strong heat wave occurred in northern Utah 29 Aug 2022 - 13 Sep 2022 and led to many days242

when 𝑂3 exceeded 70 ppb observed during the study period (McCutchan 2023; Jaffe et al. 2024).243

”Exceedance day” refers to days where max 𝑂3 is greater than the NAAQS guideline of 70 ppb at244

one or more UDAQ sites, and we use ”near-exceedance day” for days with max 𝑂3 exceeding 65245

ppb at a UDAQ site, the new guideline being evaluated by the EPA. Here we focus on 29 Aug - 7246

Sep, referred to as the Labor Day Period (LDP). Five out of ten days were exceedance events, and247

every day was at least a near-exceedance event (Fig. 3). Record high temperatures and high ozone248

concentrations also occurred 9 - 12 Sep, however a synoptic disturbance transported wildfire smoke249

into northern Utah which considerably alters the air chemistry (Jaffe et al. 2024). We exclude these250

days to focus on clear-sky conditions.251

Synoptic conditions during the LDP were quite similar between each day and matched what256

is often observed during other quiescent periods. Local conditions follow patterns indicating257

dominant thermally driven flows. In the morning, southerly down-valley flow from the Salt258

Lake Valley extended over FBP and an easterly jet between Weber Canyon and the northern end of259

Antelope Island (Chrust et al. 2013). In the afternoon, this flow reverses and becomes northwesterly260

through the entire region. Shortwave radiation time series from UUPYA indicate the basin lacked261

considerable cloud cover except during short periods during the mornings of 30 Aug and 1 Sep (not262

shown). Routine KSLC soundings showed typical thermodynamic conditions for weakly forced263

situations and were similar day-to-day. Potential temperature from the morning sounding on 6264

Sep (Fig. 4) showed strong stability near the surface due to nocturnal radiative cooling, topped265

by a weakly stable layer. This stable layer is quickly eroded in the morning, and radiative heating266

leads to a superadiabatic near-surface layer and the growth of a deep CBL as seen in the evening267

sounding.268
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Figure 5 shows a composite of key datasets during the LDP. Figure 5a presents one-hour average278

ozone (𝑂3) and figure 5b shows hourly ozone concentration tendencies (𝑂′
3) computed for seven279

sites. Composites for the UDAQ sites were created by averaging observations for each hour. For the280

UU site composites, observations at the same timestamps as UDAQ observations were identified281

and composited following the same method. Composite 𝑂′
3 was calculated from hourly differences282

between the UDAQ hourly reports and between the hourly smoothed data for UU sites.283

The mean of all seven sites (black solid line) show common features:284

• 𝑂3 minima near sunrise (0600 - 0700 MDT);285

• Increase until after solar noon (1400 MDT);286

• Slow decrease in the afternoon that becomes faster over time;287

• Ozone values reach low equilibrium around midnight;288

• Mostly constant 𝑂3 in the early morning hours.289

This reflects the standard diurnal cycle controlled by chemical processes and boundary layer290

mixing under clear sky conditions as outlined in the introduction. 𝑂3 time series for individual291

sites tend to fall into one of two clusters overnight: a group with below average 𝑂3 close to FBP292

(USDR4, UFD15, UUPYA) and higher average 𝑂3 in the urban region (QBV, QHW). QIP and293

QRP exhibit a mix of these two signals, reflecting their siting closer to the main body of the GSL294

and northern SLV urban area, respectively. In the morning, UFD15 tends to have higher than295

average 𝑂3 and overall the greatest daily amplitude, while UUPYA and USDR4 consistently have296

lower 𝑂3. UUPYA’s distance from pollution sources likely explains lower 𝑂3, and VOC emissions297

from a waste treatment plant near USDR4 may have locally altered the air chemistry. Jaffe et al.298

(2024) show mean diurnal cycles of 𝑂3, 𝑁𝑂𝑥 , and VOCs at QHW Aug-Sep 2022. As expected,299

the 𝑁𝑂𝑥 and VOC diurnal variations are opposite those of 𝑂3 with peak concentrations prior to300

sunrise and lowest concentrations during the afternoon.301

Composite VVP winds for the LDP are shown in figure 5c. VVPs were averaged in height along302

the native logarithmic axis and time bins of 18 minutes, corresponding to roughly 3 volume scans.303

Zonal and meridional wind components were averaged to derive composite direction while wind304

speed was averaged separately.305
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Near sunrise at 0630 MDT, flow near the surface is initially stalled, but a layer of northwesterly306

flow develops and begins deepening through the morning, coinciding with the initial growth of307

the CBL. The flow at 200m and aloft is more coupled with the terrain wind system and transitions308

from southeasterly to easterly. At 1000 MDT, flow below 400m transitions from northeasterly309

to northwesterly, following the local slope flow and playa breeze transitioning to the upslope and310

onshore phases of their diurnal cycles. Above the shear layer at 400 m marking the top of the CBL311

at 1000 MDT, flow transitions from easterly to southerly. From 1000 MDT - 1300 MDT, the shear312

layer moves from 400 m to above the top of the profile, marking rapid CBL growth. By 1400313

MDT, flow through the entire profile is northwesterly with nearly uniform speed, coinciding with314

the up-valley phase of the thermally driven flow and deep momentum transport. Near sunset (2000315

MDT), flow through the depth of the profile shifts from northwesterly to northeasterly and becomes316

decoupled from the surface. This northwesterly flow dissipates from the bottom up overnight, fully317

dissipating by 0300 MDT. Meanwhile, at 2230 MDT, weak southerly flow develops in a layer near318

the surface and persists with the northeasterly flow, becoming westerly at 0300 MDT until sunrise319

at 0600 MDT.320

Composite mean reflectivity RD-QVPs (Fig. 5d) appear similar to profiles in prior literature.321

Beginning at 0800 MDT, an area of increased reflectivity appears at the surface, deepening in322

step with boundary layer flow seen in the VVP. It reaches its peak depth at 1000 MDT, when the323

flow reversal occurs, then slowly decreases through the afternoon hours as scatterers are dispersed324

through the deepening boundary layer. Reflectivity then increases twice in the evening, the first325

time due to bird activity near the radar and the second time due to solar effects. A similar increase326

in reflectivity happens near 0630 MDT corresponding with sunrise.327

While synoptic conditions were fairly similar through the LDP, subtle differences were present328

in the vertical wind profile each day. On 6 Sep, easterly flow aloft was stronger and more329

persistent than the composite (Fig. 6c). Easterly flow in this region corresponds to downslope330

flow, which typically displaces high ozone concentrations from the prior day’s CBL and replaces331

them with comparatively lower background ozone concentrations overnight during clear-sky high332

ozone events. As the CBL grows during the following day, decreased ozone concentrations aloft333

cause a diluting fumigation effect.334
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Despite being one of the warmest days of the period, 6 Sep had some of the lowest observed335

𝑂3 (Fig. 3). This enhanced easterly flow may indicate increased clearing of the residual layer by336

downslope flow, lowering surface ozone more than usual as the CBL grew in turn. The enhanced337

dilution effect can also be seen in the 𝑂′
3 observations, where 𝑂′

3 was lower than average during338

the morning hours and more negative during the afternoon compared to composite (Fig. 6b).339

Persistent easterly flow and reduced ozone concentrations (Fig. 3) were also present on 5 Sep (not340

shown).341

5. Discussion and Summary346

Clear air returns from weather radars can be used to derive boundary layer wind fields at high347

temporal and vertical resolution. QVPs and VADs can be used to construct vertical profiles of radar348

moments and horizontal winds above the radar, but assume the area near the radar is horizontally349

uniform. In complex terrain, areas meeting this assumption are limited in size, thus retrievals from350

a single conical scan must be rejected at a lower height. By combining multiple conical scans,351

retrieval vertical resolution and maximum depth can be improved.352

This study applied an under-utilized resource to examine the boundary layer: output from the353

TSLC TDWR. This single-pol radar is located close to the basin floor and samples in higher spatial354

and temporal resolution than the nearby WSR-88D but is affected by increased terrain blockage.355

The VVP and RD-QVP retrievals using a 5 km radius were used to observe the boundary layer356

during a high ozone period. Retrieval disks were partitioned along a logarithmic height axis357

to enhance near-surface resolution. Limitations of retrieval accuracy with this geometry were358

assessed using artificial wind fields, which found that retrievals remained highly accurate, even359

when using noisy data.360

Tropospheric ozone is a significant environmental hazard regulated by the EPA, and the northern361

Wasatch Front is in moderate non-attainment of the 𝑂3 standard. Thermally driven circulations362

from nearby mountains, lake breezes, and playa breezes substantially impact ozone concentrations363

in this region. VVP and RD-QVP retrievals during an unusually high ozone period were calculated364

from TSLC and provided an unprecedented view of these processes. Shear layers frequently365

developed near the surface briefly after sunrise and increased in height throughout the day, yielding366

uniform flow through the depth of the profile in the afternoon. A reversal from off-shore to on-367
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shore flows is present in the morning, likely corresponding to reversal of local thermally driven368

circulations. Flow profiles of individual days revealed flow interactions with the terrain that may369

have contributed to subtle differences in peak ozone concentrations. The shear layer matched370

reflectivity-derived boundary layer height estimates, which saw peak reflectivity near the time of371

flow reversal. The estimates diverged in the afternoon as deep turbulent mixing dispersed scatterers372

within the CBL and decreased reflectivity.373

TSLC has been used in this and prior studies to provide a more complete view of boundary layer374

processes relevant to air-quality. Many other cities throughout the Intermountain West are also in375

non-attainment of EPA standards and are similarly influenced by flows in complex terrain. TDWRs376

located in Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Denver may provide further insights into thermally driven flows’377

influence upon air quality by applying these retrieval methods. Retrievals with limited radius can378

similarly be applied to study boundary layer processes with short horizontal length scales using any379

operational scanning radar. Utility of retrievals from TDWR may be limited in the winter months380

because of a lack of scatterers, in which case the differential reflectivity QVP method outlined in381

Banghoff et al. (2018) may be a better choice. However, WSR-88D radars in the west offering382

this product may struggle to capture key details due to high altitude siting locations and shallow383

clear-air coverage patterns.384
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Fig. 2. Example of a VVP test using study retrieval geometry. Red series indicates retrieval when computed

radial velocities are rounded to the nearest 0.5 𝑚 𝑠−1, blue indicates results when white noise with a standard

deviation of 1 𝑚 𝑠−1 is applied before rounding, and green indicates results when white noise standard deviation

is 5 𝑚 𝑠−1. (a) Wind speed and direction profiles used for testing and retrieval recreation on a logarithmic height

axis. Black series indicates expected results. Lines indicate wind speed (𝑚 𝑠−1), while symbols indicate wind

direction (degrees). (b) Number of gates included in retrieval disks. (c) Zonal component error (𝑚 𝑠−1). (d) As

in (c) for meridional component.
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Fig. 3. Surface station observations from study sites during the LDP. (a) Timeseries of 𝑂3 (ppb). 𝑂3 values

are computed from hourly (5 min) observations at UDAQ (UU) sites, respectively. Magenta line indicates present

70 ppb NAAQS 𝑂3 standard, and cyan line indicates proposed 65 ppb standard. (b) As in (a) except for air

temperature (C◦) at hourly (5 min) intervals at UDAQ (UU) sites, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Potential temperature (K) profiles derived from KSLC soundings on 6 Sep. Solid line indicates profile

during the morning (12 UTC/06 MDT) sounding, and dashed line indicates profile from evening (00 UTC/18

MDT) sounding.
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Fig. 5. Composite of observations made during the ten-day LDP. Dashed lines indicate times of interest in

analysis. (a) Composite 𝑂3 (ppb) computed within the LDP of UDAQ observations during each hour and hourly

running mean observations at UU sites. (b) As in (a) except for 𝑂′
3 (c) Composite TSLC VVP computed over

native logarithmic height axis and 18 minute intervals (shaded, 𝑚 𝑠−1) and wind barbs during the LDP. Half

(full) barbs correspond to horizontal wind of 1.25 (2.5) 𝑚 𝑠−1. Every third barb in height is plotted.(d) As in (c)

except for composite TSLC mean reflectivity RD-QVP (dBZ).
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Fig. 6. Surface observations and radar retrievals 06 Sep 2022. (a) 𝑂3 (ppb) from UDAQ and UU sites. (b)

as in (a) except for 𝑂′
3. (c) TSLC VVP wind speed (fill) and subsampled wind barbs during 06 Sep 2022. Half

(full) barbs correspond to horizontal wind speed of 1.25 (2.5) 𝑚 𝑠−1. Every second barb in time and third barb

in height is shown. (d) TSLC mean reflectivity RD-QVP (dBZ) during 06 Sep 2022.
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